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This game is amazing. Lovecraftian story and setting. Constant fear of the enemies and environment. Gameplay involves
attempting to come to grasp with moving in a low gravity environment while shooting weapons which push one around from
recoil. I wish there was a game to compare this to, but its so strange and awesome and fresh. Imagine a mix between Pikmin,
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The Call of Cthulhu, UFO Aftermath and FTL. The dwindling supplies mechanic adds a bit of tension without being suffocating
- this is the first time I've enjoyed it in a game, actually. Typically it is either so easy to acquire supplies in these sort of games
that it's an afterthought, or you end up running out and losing because of rng -cough convoy cough cough-. Not so with tales
from the void, the dwindling supplies mechanic serves to contextualize and shape your choice of mission next, rather than
leaving you to simply hope you aren't going to lose to bad rolls, so to speak. For example, you may be low on food, and so there
are three missions available today - one offers food, the other people and the third weapons, however all of their secondary
objectives suggest there will be food at those other missions, but how much? Do you risk it? So far I've been able to maintain
adequate stock with just wise mission choices. The combat is intense due to the low gravity setting where getting knocked off of
the level is more than possible. Or crushed by meteors. Typically these environmental hazards can be evaded and mitigated by
boosting out of the way, if you're fast enough. Which isn't hard to be. The weapons are a mix of pistols, shotguns, submachine
guns, machine guns and various explosive weapons from grenades to mortars. Friendly fire is dangerous, and certain weapons
cannot fire within a minimum range. Positioning marines to cover each other and compensate for this is crucial. You may bring
up to 5 marines on a mission, but only one is dropped at the start, with the others being available for call in at any time should
you need them. Its not always a good idea to have 5 people, however, as things can get clumsy with that many machine guns and
rocket launchers. So far I definitely recommend this. The permanent death is meaningful but not suffocating, the story is
definitely original. The graphics have a nice style to them, even if theyu2019re not breathtaking, neither was FTL. So far this is
an amazing hidden gem.. Just boring in my my opinion. Controls can be a bit funky and it's just slow. Wouldn't recommend..
Can only give Tales from the Void a big thumbs up. This is a original game with a really good narrative, which creates a unique
immersive experience. Cant help getting sucked into the old time british atmosphere, which is spot on. The combination of a 1st
worldwar submarine, its crew and strange aliens is very original and all the missions I have been on sofar reflects this in an
interesting peculiar way. After getting familiar with the alternative controls, it gets really funny to play and the combination of
resource management and action is really well balanced giving a good game experience.. Cool game! Great graphics! Sent all
crew members over the asteroid during tutorial! Would send them to their deaths again! lol :-) 10/10. OK that's a different one
review. This game is actually an weird experience. It's actually a pretty good survival simulator. The first time you start you can
feel -like the controls are bad -your troopers fall all the time down the cliffs So why give here a good rating ? Well the game is
based that a WW1 Submarine got lost in space. And actually there the game does start to make sense. Its like a game for H. G.
Wells books. The Physics are maybe the greatest enemy. With some training it's actually feels like a pretty good Simulation. Its
actually pretty funny to see how recoil works in low gravity. A lot of weapons do backfire. Like rocket launcher, instead of just
do the damage, it does push all stuff around from explosion wave and does damage them. Had once this funny thing, did fire my
rocket launcher, killed my crew man and the other was pushed from the asteroid by the explosion wave. Best part of the game
are in my opinion the monsters you do fight, they get after each level more and more dangerous. Each weapon has its own
behaviour. Each level is completely different designed. It feels pretty good if you manage to survive here.. An original story for
sure but is it any good? Developer and publisher This game is developed by the Danish developer PortaPlay and published by
BlackDog, Portaplay currently has one game under their name on steam being this game they do however have multiple other
games under their name on their website most of which seem to be a bit smaller scale. The publisher BlackDog has no game
under their name on steam which is quite weird even on the internet there seems to be no reference to the game publisher but on
their steam page, it clearly says that BlackDog published this title. The game was published on the 20th of May 2016 and was
last updated on the 20th of March 2017. The developer is currently developing a game under the name of Broken lines which
will be released later this year. Its a tactical turn-based squad, story-based war drama may you be interested. Gameplay The
game has 3 difficulty settings the first one being Rookie the second one being Hardened and the third being Veteran I played on
Rookie myself and they sure as hell don't make it easy it is a very harsh and unforgiving game I quickly ran out of food and got
the game over screen in which I could choose two pieces of equipment I could take to my new playthrough which Is something I
did like the game is a tactical game in which youre decisions matter one wrong move and you can lose a crew member. Bugs and
crashes I have encountered the following bugs: 1. Not being able to parachute down squad mates 2. My cursor disappearing
Story The game is very lightly based on the submarine that went missing named HMS E18 which went missing in June 1916
while patrolling the Baltic Sea other than that this game is very unrealistic which makes it, in my opinion, all the more fun. The
game is about a gone wrong advanced weapon firing from a submarine in the first world war which ended up sending the
submarine into the 'void' which is an alien inhabited space in which you try to salvage the resources that came with you like air,
food, and weapons most of which landed on asteroids. Its a weird but good story in which you have many choices which affect
the outcome greatly. In the game, you have 3 scenarios so there is some sort of replayability and in each playthrough, it will be a
bit different meaning a couple of hours of fun can be expected. Personal opinion It is a weird story and not the best I have seen
but it isn't bad. The gameplay and the mechanics are quite good although the controls can be a bit frustrating from time to time.
The game has been nominated for best audio which I fully agree with the sound design in this game is quite good in my opinion,
and the music fits quite well with the setting. The graphics are not the best and mediocre at best but in my experience, you do
not really notice it once you're playing but in the main menu and in the cutscenes it is quite noticeable. No, Duffield, I told you
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